Hazmat Disposal
Second Run Key

Normal (Key: Words ending in T)

Fee = $5 per item

Collect $5 for every item placed in the Normal bin. If the item is correct no further action is necessary. If the item is incorrect, you may need to charge an additional fine. Use the information below as a guideline.

Additional fines for incorrect items:

Medical (Words ending in S) = + $20
On-Site (Words ending in N) = + $10
Sharps (Words ending in O) = + $10
Hazardous (Words ending in R) = + $30

Medical (Key: Words ending in S)

Fee = $20 per item

Collect $20 for every item placed in the Medical bin. If the item is correct no further action is necessary. If the item is incorrect, you may need to charge an additional fine. Use the information below as a guideline.

Additional fines for incorrect items:

Normal (Words ending in T) = + $0
On-Site (Words ending in N) = + $10
Sharps (Words ending in O) = + $0
Hazardous (Words ending in R) = + $20
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On-Site Treatment (Key: Words ending in N)

Fee = $10 per item

Collect $10 for every item placed in the On-Site Treatment bin. If the item is correct no further action is necessary. If the item is incorrect, you may need to charge an additional fine. Use the information below as a guideline.

Additional fines for incorrect items:

Normal (Words ending in T) = + $5
Medical (Words ending in S) = + $20
Sharps (Words ending in O) = + $10
Hazardous (Words ending in R) = + $30

Sharps (Key: Words ending in O)

Fee = $10 per item

Collect $10 for every item placed in the Sharps bin. If the item is correct no further action is necessary. If the item is incorrect, you may need to charge an additional fine. Use the information below as a guideline.

Additional fines for incorrect items:

Normal (Words ending in T) = + $5
Medical (Words ending in S) = + $20
On-Site (Words ending in N) = + $10
Hazardous (Words ending in R) = + $30
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Hazardous (Key: Words ending in R)

Fee = $30 per item

Collect $30 for every item placed in the Hazardous bin. If the item is correct no further action is necessary. If the item is incorrect, you may need to charge an additional fine. Use the information below as a guideline.

Additional fines for incorrect items:

Normal (Words ending in T) = + $0
Medical (Words ending in S) = + $0
On-Site (Words ending in N) = + $0
Sharps (Words ending in O) = + $10